ABSTRACT Educational Ontologies describe learning domains by specifying the topics to be learned together with the relationships among the topics. Any technology supported learning system could take advantage of an educational ontology in the process of guiding students during their learning processes. This paper presents LiReWi, a system for the elicitation of relationships for educational ontologies from electronic textbooks. LiReWi combines grammar-based, co-occurrence-based and taxonomy-based methods together with several knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia, WordNet, WikiTaxonomy, WibiTaxonomy, and WikiRelations to elicit isA, partOf, prerequisite and pedagogicallyClose relationships between learning domain topics. LiReWi performs a three-step procedure to fulfill its task: first, all the topics are mapped to the diverse knowledge bases that will be used to identify the relationships; then, several relationship extractors, each using a different approach, are concurrently run to elicit candidate relationships; and, finally, the results are combined and filtered to obtain the final set of pedagogical relationships. LiReWi is designed following a modular approach that enables the inclusion of new relationship extractors. The evaluation conducted to validate the proposal is also reported in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Content authoring for any Technology Supported Learning System (TSLS) is a time and effort-consuming task that involves, among other factors, instructional designers and knowledge engineers. The idea of lightening and facilitating the development of TSLS, and the construction of the Domain Module in particular, is not new. The Domain Module is considered the core of any TSLS, as it represents the knowledge about the subject matter to be communicated to the learner. During the 90s, a great effort was made in the development of shells or authoring tools, trying to reduce development costs, and allowing practicing educators to become more involved in the creation of TSLSs and their components [1] . But the results in the area were not as good as expected. Again, most tools were oriented to computer-skilled users or knowledge
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The ontological approach is one of the formalisms proposed in the literature for the representation of the Domain Module [2] . In the proposal presented in this paper, a Learning Domain Ontology (LDO) describes the topics to be mastered, along with the pedagogical relationships between the topics. The LDO can be leveraged for pedagogical purposes in educational contexts. A TSLS can take advantage of the LDO, not only in the process of guiding students during their learning sessions -traditional ITSs and blended systems-but also by offering mechanisms to guide students during informal learning scenarios. The advances in the area of Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning have fairly consolidated the field of Ontology Learning, which is concerned with the development of methods that can induce relevant ontological knowledge from data. The field of Ontology Learning can now look back on more than ten years of intense research [3] .
In particular, the paper presents LiReWi, a system that combines different knowledge bases and methods for the acquisition of pedagogical relationships between topics from textbooks. Specifically, LiReWi extracts isA, partOf, prerequisite and pedagogicallyClose relationships. In the last few years, the authors have been working on the automatization of the Domain Module construction. In a previous work, LiTeWi, a tool that combines unsupervised term extraction and entity linking methods to identify the topics to be mastered by the students in a particular textbook, was presented [4] . This new work focuses on the elicitation of relationships between the topics, which may be used by the TSLSs to plan and schedule the learning sessions; in fact, relationships have been traditionally used in TSLSs to guide students during their learning processes [5] . The combination of LiTeWi and LiReWi will contribute automatic knowledge extraction from textbooks framing the resulting LDO in educational contexts. This automatization will lighten the workload of teachers when preparing their courses for TSLSs. The entire process of the Learning Domain Ontology elicitation corresponds to the work done by Conde in his doctoral thesis [6] . The extraction of topics is exhaustively described in [4] and, as mentioned above, this time the authors focus on deeply describing the extraction of relationships.
LiReWi is a modular system based on individual relationship extractors that are combined to obtain more accurate results. This modularity allows new extractors to be integrated.
Both LiTeWi and LiReWi are intended to be domain independent, i.e., they must be applicable in any knowledge area. Therefore, any domain specific resources have been discarded and only general-purpose knowledge bases (e.g., Wikipedia, Wordnet. . . ) for the knowledge elicitation are used. To our knowledge, there is no standard dataset to evaluate the generation of educational ontologies. So, two textbooks on two domains, Object-oriented programming and Astronomy, have been used to train and evaluate LiReWi, respectively. The evaluation combines gold standard and expert validation, two of the most common used evaluation approaches on ontology learning [7] .
The manuscript has been structured as follows. First, a review of the use of ontologies for education is presented along with a review of the extraction of relationships in the literature, in general, and in educational contexts, in particular. Next, LiReWi is described. Then, the experiment conducted to evaluate LiReWi is presented. Finally, the conclusions and some future work lines are depicted.
II. RELATED WORK
This section briefly describes the two main research fields involved in the work presented throughout this paper: Ontologies in Education and the Elicitation of relationships for educational purposes.
A. ONTOLOGIES IN EDUCATION
In times when ontologies have been adopted in many research communities as a way to share, reuse, and process domain knowledge, the Technology Supported Learning Systems research community is not an exception. In this community, ontologies present new opportunities, as they provide great potential by allowing the sharing and reusing of information across learning systems and enabling personalized learner support. The use of ontological engineering, which aims at providing a basis for building models of all things in which computer science is interested [8] , was proposed by Mizoguchi and Bourdeau to overcome common problems in the Artificial Intelligence in Education area [9] . Mizoguchi and Bourdeau argue that the sharing or reusing of knowledge and components could benefit from the use of ontology-based architectures and appropriate educational ontologies. More recently, Mizoguchi and Bourdeau presented the trends and perspectives in ontology engineering for Artificial Intelligence in Education and discussed the achievements obtained in the last 10 years [10] . Other authors, e.g., Jensen [11] , focused their attention on Semantic Web Technologies and reviewed the fraction of the research that has been done regarding the Semantic Web and its derivative technologies in the educational sphere.
Dicheva et al. presented one of the first overviews of ontologies for education [12] . They collect and classify the information available in the field and build the Ontologies for the Education O4E Web Portal. However, what do researchers of educational communities understand by ontology? Although there is no consensus of what it refers to, it can be stated that Educational Ontologies refer to ontologies aimed at being used with educational purposes inside a TSLS. Fok and Ip define an Educational Ontology as an ontology that can help to retrieve, organise, and recommend educational resources for personalized learning [13] . The idea behind an Educational Ontology is that it can be reused by other learning systems with a wide range of teaching/learning methodologies.
Regarding the use of ontologies in the area of TSLSs, they have been mainly used as a means to represent the Domain Module [14] - [25] , as a mechanism to describe instructional theories [26] , or to build reusable and scrutable student models [27] , [28] .
The construction of ontologies and their population, with instantiations of both topics and relationships, has been commonly called Ontology Learning [3] . Ontology Learning refers to the application of a set of methods and techniques to enable the (semi-) automatic population of ontologies or the construction of ontologies from scratch from diverse information sources [29] - [36] . Although most of the projects in the area are aimed at extending and populating general purpose ontologies such as WordNet [37] , there is a lack of initiatives which focus on the learning of ontologies from scratch, especially in the case of Educational Ontologies. Kaya and Altun present a review regarding the ontologies in educational domains and point out the challenges and difficulties that their development process implies [38] .
B. ELICITATION OF RELATIONSHIPS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES
In recent years, there has been a lot of focus on ontology learning, including the elicitation of relationships. Most efforts have addressed the extraction of taxonomic relationships but there are some approaches that have considered a larger set of relationships. Next, a review of different approaches is presented. The review includes some general-purpose approaches and those more focused on the construction of Educational Ontologies. The review mainly concentrates on those relationships which have been traditionally used in Domain Modules for TSLSs.
Ponzetto and Strube derived a taxonomy from the Wikipedia category system, the WikiTaxonomy [39] . In order to build up such a taxonomy, they defined an algorithm for the elicitation of isA relationships from the Wikipedia categories. Syntactic patterns are used on those categories to infer the relationships. For instance, the head of the category allows us to identify that a British computer scientist isA Computer scientist. The algorithm uses additional patterns, such as Hearst patterns [40] , for the extraction of relationships. Finally, inference-based methods are applied to propagate the relationships identified in the previous step through the hierarchy, considering both multiple inheritance and transitivity. For example, as a ''Leek'' is known to be an ''Edible Plant'', and an ''Edible Plant'' is a ''Plant'', these methods would infer that Leek isA Plant, taking advantage of the transitivity.
KOG [41] , which stands for Kylin Ontology Generator, is an autonomous system that builds an ontology by combining the information in Wikipedia infoboxes with WordNet, using Machine Learning techniques. Infoboxes are tables containing meaningful information about the article in the form of attribute-value pairs in Wikipedia articles. Each infobox is considered a class and all its attribute-value pairs are represented by class slots. KOG uses Machine Learning, in particular a joint inference approach based on Markov logic, to infer isA relationships between pairs of classes. To this end, it uses several features such as: 1) similarity measures between the classes, 2) class-name string inclusion, 3) category tags, 4) whether or not the class-names appear in Hearst patterns in Google queries, and 5) WordNet mappings, which takes advantage of the defined hypernyms. For example, KOG would infer that Earth isA Planet from the ''planets such as Earth'' text fragment.
Flati and Vanella presented an approach for the automatic creation of an integrated taxonomy of Wikipedia articles/categories, i.e., a taxonomy of Wikipedia articles aligned to a taxonomy of categories [42] . The main idea of integrating both article and category taxonomies is that this leads to a finer-grained taxonomy with higher coverage, the WibiTaxonomy. This enhanced taxonomy is built in three phases. First, an initial article taxonomy is built parsing articles to extract the textual definitions which the articles include. The hierarchical taxonomy is generated by identifying hypernym relationships between the extracted definitions. Secondly, the system iterates over each extracted hypernym in the article taxonomy. Using the category links of each article, the category taxonomy is inferred. In each iteration of this algorithm, the links of the article taxonomy are used to discover category hypernyms, and these are used to discover more hypernyms. Finally, the category taxonomy is improved using structural heuristics, which will provide broader coverage to the taxonomy. For example, given an uncovered category ''c'' which does not have any connection to ''c0'', ''c0'' being the only direct super-category of ''c'' in Wikipedia, a link between them will be inferred.
MENTA [43] is a multilingual taxonomy derived from Wikipedia. Unlike previous approaches, it was also built by analyzing Wikipedia for languages other than just English. Therefore, it includes local information not covered by the English Wikipedia, examples of this local information being places, people, local laws, etc. The information is organized into a coherent taxonomy using both Wikipedia and WordNet structures as references. To build the MENTA taxonomy, the following procedure was carried out. First, for each article, the parent categories are extracted. In addition, a small gloss, usually found in the first paragraph of the article, and the labels that are associated to the article are also gathered. The next step entails finding connections between all the gathered articles using several linking functions. For example, the cross lingual linker will connect two articles where a link between articles of different Wikipedias exists. Another example is WordNet hypernyms, which defines connections between articles when the articles have a connection in WordNet. Finally, the last step involves aggregating the taxonomic information gathered and applying different filters to produce a clean taxonomy and make it even more consistent. For example, a filter that removes cycles of subclass relationships given that all entities in the cycle are equivalent is used to clean the taxonomy. Educational textbooks have also been used to extract taxonomic relationships. For example, in [44] an approach for the topic hierarchy extraction from textbooks that uses the document structure and Wikipedia is presented.
Nastase and Strube mined the Wikipedia category network to extract different types of relationships including isA and partOf relationships [45] . The novelty of their approach is that they focus specifically on using category names to extract the information and propagate this knowledge towards the articles connected to these categories. The process followed by the authors in order to extract relationships entails: 1) identifying the domain constituent of category names; for example, Chairmen of the county councils of Norway has three constituents: chairmen, county councils and Norway, the dominating one being chairmen, 2) extracting relationships from all the articles below the processed category, using syntactic patterns applied to the category name that will infer the relationship encoded in the category name. Figure 1 shows Arnold and Rahm proposed and evaluated an approach to extract semantic topic relations from un-structured Wikipedia articles [46] . The approach focuses on the analysis of the definition sentence of Wikipedia articles and uses finite state machines to extract semantic relation patterns and their operands to discover semantic relations such as isA, partOf, hasA or Equal.
In addition to the classical taxonomic (isA) and nontaxonomic ( partOf) relationships, Educational Ontologies also can take advantage of more specific pedagogical relationships such as prerequisite relationships.
Roy exposes the automatic extraction of pedagogic metadata for document understanding [47] . As regards the pedagogical relationships, she deals with the identification of prerequisite topics to understand the document. To identify these prerequisite topics, she works at sentence level and uses a shallow parsing approach to identify the defined topic list -topic defined/explained in the sentence-and the used topic list -topics used to define/explain the defined topic. The defined topic will constitute the learning outcome and all the remaining noun phrases in the document, i.e., the used topic list, will be considered as a prerequisite to understand the document. Any topic included in the used topic list which is also listed in a defined topic list will be removed from the used topic list and, as a consequence, not considered as a prerequisite to understand the document.
Liang et al. proposed a metric to determine prerequisite relationships between pairs of topics [48] . To determine if a prerequisite relationship exists between two topics A and B, the metric computes the difference of the weighted references from the topics related to topic A to topic B, and the references from topics related to topic B to topic A. If the score goes beyond a threshold, a prerequisite relationship exists. The authors used Wikipedia to look for the references and determine the weights of the topics. They reported an average accuracy of 61%.
The identification of prerequisite relationships among Learning Objects has been addressed in [49] , [50] . Learning Objects are associated to Wikipedia pages (topics), and their dependency is obtained using the classification of those topics supported by Wikipedia Miner [51] . Later, the same authors use a machine learning based approach to identify prerequisite relationships. The model used for the classification is learned by considering a training set of instances that usually consists of pairs of Learning Objects with known prerequisite relationships [52] .
DOMSortze [53] , a system that uses natural language processing techniques, heuristic reasoning, and ontologies for the semiautomatic construction of the Domain Module from electronic textbooks was able to extract 4 types of relationships: isA, partOf, prerequisite and next.
C. CONCLUSION
To sum up, topics and relationships between topics are the main elements in Ontologies, in general, and in Educational Ontologies, in particular. While some types of relationships are generic and not specific to pedagogical vocabularies, e.g., isA or partOf, other types of relationships, e.g., prerequisite or next, are more related to educational contexts. Anyway, the relevance of these relationships for Instructional Design purposes is widely recognized [5] and they have been traditionally used in TSLSs, either individually or in combination, to guide students during their learning processes. Those relationships can help, either the TSLS or the students that are learning on their own, to determine what topics should be studied together or the sequence of the topics to be learnt, and even to personalize the learning path according to their preferences, improving the learning process.
Assuming that ontologies can play a major role in learning applications, the next step is to solve ''the quandary of the cognizance acquisition bottleneckness. A semiautomatic approach must be used to develop a domain ontology for retrieval of static and dynamic content as it reduces the cost effectively'' [54] .
III. LIREWI: A RELATIONSHIP EXTRACTOR FOR EDUCATIONAL ONTOLOGIES
Throughout this paper, the authors present an approach in which Ontology Learning is used to lighten the workload in the construction of Educational Ontologies from electronic textbooks. In particular, this work focuses on the elicitation of relationships among the topics of the ontology, which represent the topics to be mastered by the students during the learning process. To this end, LiReWi takes as input the topics among which the relationships must be inferred. In the work presented throughout this paper, the topics have been extracted from an electronic textbook using LiTeWi [4] . LiTeWi extracts the set of topics from the textbook along with a measure of the domain relatedness of each topic.
LiReWi relies on the approach proposed in [53] to represent the Domain Module: an educational ontology, the Learning Domain Ontology (LDO) describes the topics to be mastered, along with the pedagogical relationships between the topics, whilst a set of Learning Objects (LOs), called Learning Object Base (LOB), includes the didactic resources that can be used to learn each domain topic. More specifically, the LDO comprises two kinds of pedagogical relationships, structural relationships -isA and partOfand sequential relationships -prerequisite and pedagogicallyClose. Figure 2 shows a fragment of a LDO to illustrate the semantics of these relationships. The topics ''Earth'' and ''Moon'' are partOf the ''Solar System'', i.e., they are lower granularity elements that are constituents of the more general topic ''Solar System''. ''Earth'' is related to ''Planet'' by the isA relationship; in other words, ''Earth'' is a particular instance of the ''Planet'' topic. The prerequisite relationship between ''Satellite'' and ''Planet'' expresses that the latter should be learnt before attempting to learn ''Satellite''. Finally, the pedagogicallyClose relationship expressed between ''Earth'' and ''Moon'' shows that those topics are strongly related and they could be learnt at the same time. The LDO is formalized in OWL, as can be seen in the code fragment included in Figure 2 .
The relationship extraction approaches described in the previous section mainly address the identification of structural relationships between the topics of an ontology. Although the final goal of the authors is to facilitate the development of Domain Modules for Technology Supported Learning Systems -Learning Domain Ontology (topics and relationships) and the Learning Objects Base-, this paper focuses on the extraction of pedagogic relationships for previously identified topics. LiReWi combines some of the approaches and sources of information described in the previous section to elicit the pedagogical relationships (isA, partOf, pedagogicallyClose and prerequisite) that will be used to build the Learning Domain Ontology (LDO). LiReWi is intended to be usable on documents of any domain. Thus, any domain-dependent technique has been discarded. To cope with the relationship extraction process, LiReWi requires that the electronic textbook is previously processed in order to extract the domain topics, to which end LiTeWi is used. Next, LiReWi elicits the pedagogical relationships between the topics that will be used to build the Educational Ontology.
To elicit the pedagogical relationships between the domain topics, LiReWi follows the following procedure (see Figure 3) . First, all the topics are mapped to the diverse knowledge bases (e.g., Wikipedia, WordNet and others derived from both) that will be used to identify the relationships. Then, several relationship extractors, each using a different approach, are concurrently run to elicit candidate relationships. Finally, the results are combined and filtered to obtain the final set of pedagogical relationships. In the next subsections, each step is described in more detail.
A. APPROACH
LiReWi uses different knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, WordNet, and knowledge bases derived from Wikipedia (WikiTaxonomy, WibiTaxonomy and WikiRelations), and a set of methods for relationship extraction, ranging from grammar-based to methods that mine relationships from the paths included in the taxonomies of those knowledge bases or co-occurrence based methods. In this work, only general-purpose knowledge bases have been used in order to keep LiReWi domain independent.
Every relationship extractor gathers a set of relationships and determines the confidence of the extracted relationships using a specific formula (presented below). Some extractors, e.g., path-based extractors, require threshold values to be defined before being used. The parameters used to compute the confidence of the extracted relationships must also be determined. Therefore, LiReWi needs to be tuned up before being used to extract the relationships from a document. Once the set-up process has been carried out, once only, LiReWi will be ready to be used in production, that is, ready to extract relationships from any document.
In this work, a heuristic approach has been followed to tune up each extractor and determine both the thresholds and parameters of the formulas to compute the confidence scores. The thresholds have been inferred empirically during the tuning up of the system. The formulas that calculate the confidence/trust of the system in the correctness of the extracted relationships contain specific parameters that will be detailed while describing each extractor (presented below). However, there is a shared parameter called ''base confidence'' that depends on each extractor and represents the trust of the extractor itself, and therefore it is the starting point for calculating the confidence of the relationships identified by the extractor. The Principles of Object-Oriented Programming [55] text-book, which consists of 67 pages and over 30,000 words, has been used in the tune-up process. To optimize the thresholds and parameter values, LiReWi was tested on the book. Recall and precision have been considered to this end; the precision has been prioritized over the recall while determining the appropriate values, as we considered discarding wrong relationships more overwhelming than defining missing relationships. Figure 4 shows the results of the tune-up phase that allowed the optimal path-length of the extractors to be determined.
Once LiReWi was tuned up, its performance was evaluated on the Introduction to Astronomy [56] textbook. This book consists of 150 pages of plain text and over 110,000 words.
B. MAPPING TOPICS TO KNOWLEDGE BASES
To extract pedagogical relationships between topics, LiReWi uses, in addition to shallow parsing techniques, several knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, WordNet, WikiTaxonomy, WibiTaxonomy and WikiRelations. To this end, it is necessary to map every topic to its corresponding entries in those knowledge bases. The topics identified by LiTeWi are already disambiguated and mapped to Wikipedia articles. As WikiTaxonomy, WikiRelations and WibiTaxonomy are based on Wikipedia, the topics are already mapped to these knowledge bases. However, to be able to use WordNet, the topics must still be mapped to WordNet entries. WordNet organizes words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) into cognitive synonyms called synsets. Each synset refers to a distinct topic that can be referred to using different forms. Navigli & Ponzetto [57] and Fernando [58] faced a similar problem and defined the mappings or equivalences between Wikipedia articles and Wordnet synsets.
Aiming at carrying out an efficient mapping process, the mapper looks first for the appropriate equivalent synset in those mappings identified in BabelNet project [57] , and also in those mappings discovered by Fernando [58] . If the same synset is found in both cases, the mapper assumes that there are no ambiguity problems and returns the identified synset. Otherwise, a disambiguation process is carried out to identify which of the candidate synsets is the appropriate one. Bearing this in mind, a Page Rank Mapping Disambiguation step is carried out using UKB [59] , a tool for Word Sense Disambiguation and for determining lexical similarity using a pre-existing knowledge base such as Wikipedia or WordNet. UKB requires a context to fulfil its goal. The context is obtained from the topics extracted by LiTeWi along with the domain relatedness LiTeWi assigned to each of them. The topics with highest domain relatedness score and with a unique sense in WordNet constitute the context that allows the synset for the topic to be chosen. For example, when mapping the topic syntax In WordNet, which is related to Computer Science, the mapped synsets returned by [57] and Fernando [58] are different. Therefore, the Page Rank Mapping Disambiguation step is carried out to determine the final synset of syntax in WordNet. The context used in the example entails topics such as Programming, Menu Bar and Java. The Page Rank Mapping Disambiguation mechanism could select a different synsets from those proposed by [57] and Fernando [58] .
C. A HYBRID APPROACH TO RELATIONSHIP EXTRACTION
To extract the pedagogical relationships, LiReWi exploits different sources of information and techniques that include taxonomy-based, grammar-based, and co-occurrence-based methods. In Figure 5 , the relationship extractors used in LiReWi, along with the type of extracted relationships, and the knowledge bases used to this end by each of them are shown. Each of the extractors identifies a set of candidate relationships along with their confidence, i.e., the trust the extractor has in that relationship being correct. Taxonomybased methods -WordNet Extractor, WibiTaxonomy Extractor and WikiTaxonomy Extractor-use (1) for calculating the confidence while the other methods employ their own formula. This information -the candidate relationships and their confidence-is used in the Relationship Combination and Filtering step (presented below). Some of the extractors rely on empirically defined thresholds to fulfill their task. Next, each extractor is described.
1) WORDNET EXTRACTOR
WordNet [37] can be considered as a huge graph of topics connected by semantic relationships. LiReWi uses WordNet to infer relationships from the hypernym relationships (isA) and meronym relationships (partOf) between the synsets. The processed topics are those identified by LiTeWi. The procedure of extracting relationships with WordNet is described next. First, a Deep-first Search (DFS) is carried out for each input topic to find the shortest upwards path between the topic and other important topics in WordNet. This search is done to gain information from the transitivity of the relationships between the topics. To prevent WordNet from eliciting relationships from paths which are too long, the maximum length of the path can be set. By default, the maximum length is restricted to 3 levels of distance as it produces a balanced output in terms of the number of identified relationships and their correctness and the computational load. This path length threshold has been empirically determined in the setting up of the system. Finally, the system determines the confidence of the relationship considering the length of the path. The shorter the path, the greater the confidence of the relationship is. Equation (1) is used to calculate the confidence,
where b is the base confidence, which is 1 for WordNet Extractor, and p represents the path length. An example of the application of WordNet Extractor can be seen Figure 6 . In the figure, the nodes represent the WordNet synsets that are connected with each other via semantic relationships such as hypernym relationships or meronym relationships. The rectangles represent topics that are mapped to WordNet synsets, whereas the circles represent WordNet synsets not mapped to input topics. When a path including only relationships of the same kind between two topics and which is also shorter than the maximum length is found, a pedagogical relationship is defined. In the figure, it can be observed that ''Mars'' and ''Terrestrial Planet'' are linked by a hypernym relationship-based path. Therefore, isA relationship is inferred between those topics. On the other hand, ''Mars'' and ''Solar System'' are related through meronym relationships. In this case, partOf is inferred between those topics. The confidence of the Mars partOf Solar System relationship is calculated using only the base confidence parameter, which is 1 in WordNet Extractor. Mars isA Terrestrial planet relationship confidence is calculated with a path length of 2, therefore, the resulting confidence is 0.9.
Examples of relationships extracted by the WordNet Extractor with their assigned confidence from the Introduction to Astronomy textbook are shown in Table 1 .
2) WIBITAXONOMY EXTRACTOR
WibiTaxonomy [42] is a knowledge base that comprises two interconnected taxonomies, the Wikipedia article taxonomy and the category taxonomy. Extracting relationships from WibiTaxonomy entails two steps. First, each topic is mapped to the taxonomy of articles using the mapped Wikipedia article of each topic. Then, each topic is also mapped to the taxonomy of categories using the parent categories of the topic in Wikipedia. In the second step, using a similar procedure to that used by the WordNet Extractor, this extractor looks for paths of a limited length to infer the relationships from the taxonomies of both articles and categories. The confidence of each extracted relationship is also adjusted using the (1) with a 0.8 base confidence.
In Figure 7 , a graphical example of a relationship derived using the WibiTaxonomy Extractor can be seen. This example shows that the extractor inferred that Trapezium Cluster isA Open Cluster with 1-step path and 0.8 confidence.
In Table 2 , some examples of extracted relationships inferred by WibiTaxonomy Extractor can be seen with their assigned confidence from the Introduction to Astronomy textbook.
3) WIKITAXONOMY EXTRACTOR
The WikiTaxonomy [39] is a huge taxonomy derived from the Wikipedia category system where all the links between categories are represented by isA relationships. Moreover, WikiTaxonomy contains a dictionary where the articles are mapped to the corresponding category entries in the taxonomy. The WikiTaxonomy extractor carries out the following procedure to elicit the taxonomic relationships between topics. First, each topic is mapped to its corresponding WikiTaxonomy categories. Then, a DFS is carried out to find the shortest upwards path between the topics considering the categories in the WikiTaxonomy. Once again, the maximum admissible path length was configured. This has been empirically determined making a set of tests like in WordNet and WibiTaxonomy Extractors. The tests show that the optimal results are obtained using 1 level as a limit.
Moreover, the confidence on the relationship is likewise computed considering the path distance using (1) with the previously empirically determined base confidence (0.8). Some examples of extracted relationships using WikiTaxonomy Extractor with their assigned confidence from the Introduction to Astronomy textbook are shown in Table 3 . The relationships below the dashed line correspond to candidates that did not achieve the empirically determined threshold.
4) WIKIRELATION EXTRACTOR
The WikiRelations knowledge base [45] comprises a big set of tuples defining the relationships between Wikipedia categories. It contains several kinds of relationships. In this work, only the subset of tuples containing isA or partOf relationships has been employed. The WikiRelations Extractor carries out the procedure shown in Figure 9 . First, for each topic, it gets the corresponding Wikipedia article to extract parent categories associated with that article and map them to one or more WikiRelations tuples. In the example, ''Light'' and ''Electromagnetic radiation'' are each associated with categories that appear in two WikiRelations tuples. Then, it filters the tuples where topics are mapped. Whenever a tuple contains two of the input topics, a relationship between those topics is inferred.
As tuples containing the same categories can be found more than once in WikiRelations, this fact is considered to calculate the confidence of each relationship. In the example, it can be seen that WikiRelations has inferred a partOf relation two times. So, the confidence of the relationship is adjusted accordingly using (2), where b represents the base confidence VOLUME 7, 2019 (0.6), and n is the number of tuples.
The confidence threshold was empirically determined in the tune-up phase of LiTeWi (see Figure 4(d) ). In this case the threshold filters out those relationships that have been inferred only once (those that have only one tuple in WikiRelations).
In Table 4 some examples of relationships with their corresponding confidence are shown from the Introduction to Astronomy textbook.
5) SHADOW PARSING GRAMMAR EXTRACTOR
The Shallow Parsing Grammar Extractor can infer isA, partOf and prerequisite relationships applying a grammar on the part-of-speech information of the input textbook. Larrañaga et al. [53] defined a grammar for the extraction of pedagogical relationships applied to the Basque language. This grammar is applied to morphological information using the CG3 parser [60] . In this work, a similar grammar has been developed for English. The grammar consists of a set of rules that are triggered when the corresponding pattern is met. Some of those patterns are shown in Table 5 .
Next, the process followed by LiReWi to extract relationships using the Shallow Parsing Grammar is described (see Figure 10) . First, the extractor identifies those sentences in which the input topics are referred. In addition, the topics being referred are annotated with the part-of-speech(POS) information of the sentence. As some of the input topics might subsume others, e.g., sun-eclipse -eclipse,the system resolves this situation by considering a simple matching algorithm where those compound terms have prevalence over the simple ones. The sentences containing more than one mention of input topics will be selected as they may suggest a relationship between the involved topics. Next, the shallow parsing grammar is applied to the sentences extracted in the previous step. Finally, taking into account the information of each triggered rule, specifically, the type of the relationship, the direction of the relationship and the topics that triggered the rule, a relationship is inferred between those topics, also obtaining the confidence of the triggered rule. The confidence of each rule was previously determined from its precision after testing it with a set of examples applied to the Principles of Object-Oriented Programming [55] textbook.
6) SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTOR
This extractor aims to obtain sequential relationships such as prerequisite and pedagogicallyClose. The Sequential Extractor uses the information contained in the processed textbook along with information gathered from Wikipedia to extract these kinds of relationships. In particular, it uses the cooccurrences of the topics within the sentences along with the Wikipedia link structure between articles. To use the information of the link structure between articles, this module uses Wikipedia Miner [51] . Next, the procedure is described (see Figure 11) .
First, as occurs in the Shallow Parsing Grammar Extractor, the extractor identifies the topics that are being referred in the text. Once again, the system applies a simple matching algorithm where the compound terms have prevalence over the simple ones. The output of this process is a list of sentences that contain mentions of the input topics. Next, for each of those sentences, a reference relationship is defined between each pair of topics appearing in the sentence if the first topic refers to the second. A topic is considered to refer to another if a link out from the first topic to the second exists in Wikipedia with a relatedness score beyond an empirically gathered threshold. LiReWi uses Wikipedia Miner to compute the relatedness score of two topics.
Finally, for each linked topic pair, a sequential relationship is inferred. If the links between both topics are balanced, i.e., the number of links from the first topic to the second is similar to the number of links from the second to the first, a pedagogicallyClose relationship between both topics is inferred. Otherwise, a prerequisite relationship is inferred from the topic with the highest number of outgoing links to the topic with the highest incoming links. Table 6 shows two examples in which a pedagogicallyClose and a prerequisite relationships are inferred using this procedure.
The confidence of extracted relationships is calculated using (3), where b is the base confidence (0.6), top1m is the number of links from the first topic, top2mis the number of links from the second topic and low is the threshold VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 12. Example of getting a mention from a sentence.
determining the minimum number of links for a relationship to be inferred, 2 in this case.
D. COMBINING AND FILTERING RELATIONSHIPS
In the last phase, following a three-step process, LiReWi obtains the final set of relationships from the relationship candidates obtained using the extractors described above. It starts by combining and adjusting the confidence of those relationships inferred by more than one extractor, to which end (4) is used, where c i is the confidence of extractor i, n is the number of extractors that identified the relationship and α is a constant (1.1) that promotes relationships identified by several extractors. The more extractors infer a relationship, the higher the confidence in that relationship is.
Next, LiReWi detects and solves conflicts between relationship candidates of the same kind. In this step, relationships with inconsistencies and erroneous relationships are removed. For example, when a relationship has the same topic as source and destination, it is removed. Furthermore, some relationships may form a so-called loop. For example, one relationship involving two topics may be inferred in both directions. In those cases, LiReWi carries out a solving process selecting the final relationships using the confidence as a criterion and the link structure in Wikipedia. In the final step, those relationships that have a confidence below an empirically gathered threshold (0.6) are deleted to improve the consistency of the generated LDO. When two different relationships are identified between two topics, say isA and partOf, the assertion with highest confidence is accepted. In the final step, those relationships that have a confidence below the threshold empirically gathered in the tune-up process (0.6) are deleted to improve the consistency of the generated LDO. Figure 12 illustrates the process described above. Firstly, the confidences of the relationships elicited by two or more extractors are combined. For example, Earth isA Planet is combined and adjusted accordingly.
In the second step, a conflict is found between Earth isA Planet and Planet isA Earth proposals. The system looks at the link structure of the topics in Wikipedia, along with the confidence of the extracted relationships, to determine the final relationship. In the figure, Earth isA Planet has higher confidence than Planet isA Earth. In addition, Earth has a link to planet in Wikipedia, whereas ''Planet'' does not have a link to ''Earth''. Therefore, the system decides to discard Planet isA Earth (Figure 12) .
Finally, the system deletes those relationships that have less confidence than the predetermined threshold. In this case, Earth isA Terrestrial planet is deleted because its confidence is lower than the threshold.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, the experiment conducted to evaluate LiReWi is depicted. First, an evaluation of the mapping techniques is depicted. Then, the evaluation of the candidate relationship extraction is presented and, finally, the evaluation of the combination and filtering is described.
LiReWi requires a set of topics as input. Therefore, the Introduction to Astronomy textbook has been processed with LiTeWi to obtain the topic set. Next, the topics with highest relatedness with the domain of the textbook have been selected and used as input for the relationship elicitation. The relatedness value used for this purpose was the CValue [61] score computed by LiTeWi for the extracted topics. The C-Value is a domain-independent approach for the automatic elicitation of multiword terms that combines linguistic filters with statistical information in the form of a measure (also called C-Value). Nested terms (e.g., eclipse and suneclipse might be candidates in the term elicitation). This measure determines the termhood of the candidate considering: (1) the total frequency of occurrence of the candidate string, (2) the frequency of the candidate string as part of another longer candidate, (3) the number of the longer candidates, (4) the length of the candidate string in words. In this work, we assumed that the multiword terms with highest score are the most representative and, thus, the C-Value has been used to select the most related terms. In the experiment, the input set entailed 199 topics.
The evaluation procedure is a combined one where a gold standard and expert validation are conducted to measure the performance of the system.
For the gold standard evaluation, four experts stated the set of gold relationships (isA, partOf, prerequisite, and pedagogicallyClose) between the 199 input topics. The gold standard entails 174 relationships, being 15 pedagogicallyClose,10 prerequisite, 69 partOf and 80 isA.Then, the results obtained by the different extractors were compared with the gold standard.
Regarding the expert validation, once again 4 experts have manually checked the correctness of the extracted relationships. Fleiss's kappa [62] coefficient was computed to measure the inter-rater agreement. The experts agreed on 270 of 295 total extracted relationships, with 0.974 weighted kappa score. This value shows an almost perfect agreement between the experts [63] . The expert validation only considers the relationships agreed on by all the experts.
A. RESULTS OF THE MAPPING
In order to map topics to knowledge bases, namely Wordnet, LiReWi relies on previously identified mapping resources −BabelNet [57] and Fernando's [58] − and includes a Page Rank Mapping step using UKB [59] . The performance of the mapping was tested on the Introduction to Astronomytextbook, achieving 23.68% recall with 97.82% precision. Using those resources speeds up the identification of mappings, whereas including the disambiguation step resulted in a 5 points increase on the recall compared to the recall achieved when using only one of the resources, BabelNet or Fernando's.
B. RESULTS OF THE CANDIDATE RELATIONSHIPS EXTRACTORS
In this section, the performance of each extractor is depicted. For each extractor, the performance is reported by comparing the relationships it has extracted against the gold standard (precision, recall and F1-score). In addition, the expert validation results, i.e., the percentages of correct relationships according to the experts (correctness) are included. The performance of the extractors is summarized in Table 7 .
The The extractors based on Wikipedia (WikiTaxonomy, WikiRelations and WibiTaxonomy) showed diverse behavior; the newer the underlying method, the better the results are. WibiTaxonomy Extractor showed the best performance among those extractors based on Wikipedia. On the other hand, WikiTaxonomy produced the worst results. The Shallow Parsing Extractor did not extract any relations considered for the Gold Standard. However, the expert validation shows that it extracted valuable relations from the selected topics. The Sequential Extractor achieved remarkable results in terms of precision and correctness.
C. RESULTS OF LIREWI
In this section, the overall results of LiReWi are depicted. Once all the extractors were processed in parallel on the Introduction to Astronomy textbook, their results were combined and filtered as described in Section 4.3. The performance of this step is presented in Table 8 . 266 different relations were inferred by LiReWi using all the extractors. Considering the Gold-standard, 36.21% precision and 50.57% recall were achieved. The experts considered that 117 of the 266 (43.98%) identified relationships were correct.
Next the results for each kind of relationship are depicted (see Table 9 ). LiReWi extracted a total of 213 isA relationships achieving 30.38% precision with 76.25% recall. The expert validation resulted in 87 of the identified relations being valid (40.84%). 37 partOf relationships from the selected topics have been inferred by LiReWi, obtaining 51.34% precision and 27.54% recall for Gold-standard validation. The expert validation shows that 19 of them were valid (51.36%). Regarding the prerequisite relationships, 10 have been extracted, obtaining 30% precision and with 30% recall. The expert validation resulted in 8 of them being correct (80%). Finally, LiReWi extracted 6 pedagogicallyClose relationships achieving 50% precision with 33% recall for the textbook. The expert validation shows that 3 of the identified relations were valid (50%). It can be observed that the number of sequential relationships identified is low, future work should be directed to increase the number of such relationships. However, it must be considered that prerequisite relationship implies a strong restriction for further use in TSLSs, so their quantity should be minimized to the essentials in order to obtain more flexible TSLSs.
In comparison with each Extractor, LiReWi outperforms the best extractor (WibiTaxonomy Extractor) by almost 20 percentage points in terms of recall. Taking into account the F1-score, LiReWi outperforms the best extractor (WibiTaxonomy Extractor) by 7 percentage points.
Comparing LiReWi with DOMSortze, 1 the system referenced in the Related Work Section which is, to our knowledge, the system closest to LiReWi, DOMSortze reported 63.27% precision with 20.74% recall in the elicitation of relationships [53] . As can be observed in Table 10 , LiReWi outperforms DOMSortze considering recall and F1-Score.
The result of the overall process shows that LiReWi can take advantage of different methods in order to extract pedagogical relationships from topics.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Throughout this paper, LiReWi, a tool that combines different methods for relationship extraction in order to build Educational Ontologies from electronic textbooks has been presented. Using as input an electronic textbook and a set of topics, LiReWi identifies 4 types of pedagogical relationships (isA, partOf, prerequisite, and pedagogicallyClose) existing between those topics. To this end, LiReWi uses different knowledge bases (Wikipedia and WordNet) and different methods for relationship extraction (grammar-based, cooccurrence-based and taxonomy-based methods) and combines them to achieve its goal. Some are extractors developed by the research group itself, others, on the contrary, are external extractors that have required a previous tuning up phase. LiReWi runs the extractors in parallel and combines and refines their outcomes to obtain the final set of pedagogical relationships. LiReWi is based on a modular architecture and it has been designed so that it can easily incorporate not only additional extractors but also new knowledge bases. These characteristics allow future work aimed at improving the results of LiReWi using other general-purpose knowledge bases such as Google knowledge graph, Wikidata, DBpedia and so on.
To assess its performance, LiReWi has been firstly tested on the programming domain, using the Principles of Object Oriented Programming [55] textbook to determine its optimal set-up and then, evaluated on the astronomy domain, using the Introduction to Astronomy [56] textbook. The evaluation was carried out in three phases: first, an evaluation of the mapping techniques was depicted; then, each individual relation extractor was tested and their performances were compared with each other; finally, the overall process, where all the extractors are combined, was also evaluated obtaining better results than both the individual extractors and also the only system that shares a similar aim, DOMSortze [53] . However, results show that more effort should be made in the identification of sequential relationships, for example, the outcome of the Shallow Parsing Extractors should be analyzed to identify the failures in order to construct more accurate patterns.
LiReWi can be easily extended to support the relationship extraction from documents written in new languages. LiReWi can take advantage of the mappings to WordNet and Wikipedia articles and use the links to the English article versions to extract the pedagogical relationships following the approach described above. In addition, multilingual knowledge bases such as MENTA [43] , BabelNet [57] , Yago3 [64] or Multilingual WordNet [65] could provide new means to elicit pedagogical relationships. In a similar way, new approaches and resources [66] could be integrated in LiReWi to enhance topic mapping to lexical resources such as WordNet.
Another research line that deserves to be explored is the application of other paradigms to the combination and filtering of the candidate relationships. Probabilistic approaches such as Bayesians networks as well as connectionist systems could obtain better results.
LiReWi, in combination with LiTeWi, could be used to automatically generate the whole educational ontology from a textbook. This would allow average teachers to profit from ontology learning techniques in the development of their own course. They could thus limit their work to the revision and adaptation of the automatically generated ontology using the graphical user interface that will be developed to this end. 
